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ABSTRACT. Pattern class~l'ication is an important stage in many image 
processing applications. 71'l~ia paper proposes a tcchniq~rc that is based on 
ncal-est mean classificr lor classification. 'The proposed technique intcgr;~tcs 
three classifiers and uses co10~1r and shape Scal~~rcs. Expcrimcnt on small 
trk~ining samplcs has bccn conducted to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed combined ncarcst rncan classifiers and rcs~~lts  obtaincd showcd that 
the t e c h ~ ~ i q ~ ~ c  was ahlc to provide good accuracy. 
Keywords: classification, multiple classificr combination, ncarcst mean 
classil'icr. n~ultiplc I'cat~~rcs. 
Sclection of appropriate classifier is important because i t  can significantly affect the 
success of classification process (I,u & Wcng, 2007). 'l'hcrc arc many classificr that has hccn 
developed l'or classification such as artificial neural network (%hang, 2000). support vector 
machine (Vapnik, 1998). decision tree classifier ( I x o s e ,  2005), Naive Bayes (Csurka et al.. 
2004) and k ncarcst ncighbour (Ilardin. 1993). Individual classificr can achieve dilf'crcnt 
degrecs of succcss for a particular application problem. but none of them are perfect (Xu et 
al., 1992). Individual classifier has its strengths and weaknesses. Hence combining multiple 
classifiers is considcrcd as a new direction for pattern classification. Combination of rnultiple 
classifiers may outperform all individual classifier by integrating the benefits of various 
classil'ier ( I lu  ct al., 2009). Iiffective usc of multiple featurcs can significantly affect the 
succcss of classil'ication (1.u & Weng. 2007). 
According to Woo and Mirisac (2009) thc classification of objccts based on coloul- irlonc is 
not sufficient to identify and distinguish the objects because different ob-jccts may have the 
siuiic colour. I:urthcrrnorc, different ob,jccts may have the same colour and shape thus thc use 
of colour and shape are also not adcquate to idcntily and distinguish the ob-jects. 'I'herefol.~. 
multiple features arc requircd to improve the classil'ication accuracy. 
'I'he nearest mean classifier ( N M C )  was introduced by Fukunaga (1990) as a classificr 
which provides good pcri.ormance for small samplc problem (Veenman & 'I'ax, 2005). Small 
siuiiplc problems arc problems with number of sarnplcs sniallcr thirn the number of' features 
(.lain & Chandrasckaran. 1982). NMC uses the similarity b c ~ w c e n  patterns to dctcrminc the 
classification. 1:or cach class. NMC corrtputcs ~ h c  lass m c m s  ( o r  ccntr-oid) of the training 
patterns ;rnd classifies cach test patterns (or  unknown objects) to the class whose cl;rss 
mean is closcst to this tcst pattern. 'l'his classificr has been successfully applied to many 
. . 
,rssification problems and has shown good pcrformances and very robust (Huang ct a]. .  
2002; Shin & Kim, 2009). 
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For applications with large nulnber of features the training sarnplc size should be large 
enough (Kaudys & Jain, 1991). Ilowcver. small sample problems were often encountered in 
the pattern recognition problems (Huang et al., 2002). Although NMC can provide good 
performance for small samples but the use of single NMC for large number of ~nultiple 
features will not give good results. (>enerally, the use of single classifier for a large number of 
katures is not possible to give good results because of the curse of dimensionality (Du et al.. 
2009). 'l'he curse of dimensionality (also known as the effect of Hughes or llughes 
phenomenon) is the problem caused by the exponential increase in volu~nc associated with 
adding extra dimensions to a space. (:lassificr combination rnethod allows high-dimensional 
vector to be split into several vectors with lower dimension, thus the classifier can process thc 
tentul-c vector with lower dimension simultaneously (Xu ct al., 1992). 
PKOPOSEI) TECHNIQUE 
Object recognition and classification in the image are usually based on several features 
which chari~ctcrize the object i n  the image. Ikatures are important attributes of objects and the 
most common used features are colour, shape, and texture. In this study only the colour 
feature and shape feature are used. 'The proposed multiple classifiers technique consists of 
thl.ec phases namely iniagc preprocessing, feature extraction and classifier combination as 
dcpictcd in 1:igure I. 
Image of object  
Image Preprocessing 
(Backero~~ncl subtract~on & Colour normaliz;~t~on) 
Colour kat~lt-e (~ncan & standard tleviution) 
Shape Icaturc (arcs. pcrimctcr & co~np;~ctncss) 
Multiple NMC combination 
I I + I 
Combine classifiers to get classif~cation result 
I ~;rtceol.y / Class 1 
Figure I .  Multiple nearest mean combination technique 
Image Preprocessing 
'The image will be preprocessed to obtain the feature of the object. Operations such as 
background subtraction and thc normalization of color will be performed on the image. 'I'he 
background subtraction is performed with thc aim to separate the ob.ject from its background. 
This is implclnented by doing pixel subtraction (1:ischer et al., 2003). Object ( Q )  is detected 
through the use of the following equation. 
wherc /', is the imagc of object plus its background, /',is the background image and i ,  j are 
the position of the pixel on the imagc. In other words, Q is the absolute subtraction valuc of 
the object from its background. 'I'he threshold valuc of red (R).  grecn (G )  and blue ( H )  
intensity is set to 75. 'I'his is considered ideal after several conducting expcri~ncnts 
investigating the valuc. 
Colour normalization operation is thcn performed to eliminate the influence of different 
lighting ((ionzalcz & Woods, 1992). l'he equation used to normalize the colour at each pixel 
Q with the intensity of cach colour o n  rcd component is 
'I'he same treatment is applied to green and blue component 
Feature Extraction 
Features found in the imagc are extracted and placed in feature vectors. Feature vectors 
can be divided into three groups, i.e feature vector of mean and standard deviation on each 
channel of KGB and shape feature vector which consists of the area. perimeter and 
compactness. If the number of pixels of object image is N thcn the mean valuc ( x )  for cach 
colour can be obtained as rollows. 
wherc t c l l Y  = I --- I - 
, B O i P  - - and b(,,, = N N N 
'I'he feature vector of standard devl'ltlon value (y) of colour for the \ame number of p~xels can 
be obta~ned by 
= (r,1,, c?,l,, .b,l<, (4 
'L'he shapc-based features are measured by area, perimeter and compactness. '[.he area of  an 
object reflects the actuaI object size or weight. This can be estimated by counting the total 
number of pixels that are enclosed by the detected object boundary. The perilnetel- of an 
ob.ject is defined as the area that covers the boundary, i.e. the sum of the boundary points. In 
this study, the boundary length. i.c. perimeter is expressed using eight (8) connected chain 
code (1:reeman. 196 I ). 'The compactness of an object is defined by 
(' = 
~ . T . L I  ( 5 )  
,' ? 
The feature vector of shape for any ob~ect is represented by ; = (a, 11, (.I' where a is area, 11 is 
perimeter, and c is compactness. A circular object usually has a compactness value of 1 ,  while 
objects with more complex shapes have smaller values. 
The Multiple Nearest Mean Classifier Combination 
'The proposed method is based on the concept of different feature space by Kuncheva and 
Whitaker (200 I ). 'I'he combination model consists of three nearest mean classifiers. 'I'he input 
to the first and second classifiers are the colour mean and colour standard deviation feature 
sets respectively while the input to the third classifier is the area, perimeter and cornpactness 
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feature set. Output from each classifier is the similarity value between feature of unknown 
object (or  test pattern) and feature of samples (or training pattern). 'The similarity valut: is 
obtained by calculating the euclidean distance between feature vector (or  pattern) of unknown 
object and feature vector of samples. 'l'wo vectors are close to each othcr will have many 
similarities. Feature vector 01' samples represented by feature vector of' class mean. 'l'he class 
mean or centroid ( .i ) is calculated by 
where x , , , is the j"' sample feature vector from class i. If the colour mean of object is stated 
as x and the colour mean of' centroid as .i . the Euclidean distance of two vectors is 
'I'he same concept is applied in calculating the lluclidenn distances of colour standard 
deviation and shape. 
Values for distances provided by the classifiers will be normalized because different 
features will have different scale. Normalization is done by dividing the Euclidean distance 
between two feature vectors and the maximum Euclidean distance between any feature 
vector. 'rhe Same concept is applied in normalizing of each feature sets (colour mean, colour 
standard deviation and shape). 'I'he combined distance ( ~ ( Q , Q ) )  . can be calculated as  
Q = (x ,  y ,  :)' is feature vector (or pattern) of unknown object which composed by three 
-~ 
subvectors, Q =(i, J ,  2)' is featurc vector of samples which composed by three subvectors, 
max d ( x ,  .i) , rnax a'(?;, \;) and max d(:, z ) are the maximum distance between any feature 
vector of colour mean, colour standard deviation and shape values respectively. 'l'he 
classification rule is performed as follows: 
~- .~~ 
If feature vector (or pattern) of unknown object is Q = (.r, I), :)'and Q , ,  Q 2  are the 
class mean for classes q and a, respectively then Q is classified to q if and only i f  
~ ( Q , Q ,  ) < L I ( Q , Q ?  ) else Q is classified to @, if and only if ~ ( Q , Q ;  ) < d ( Q , G ,  ) 
If the value of d ( Q , Q )  < E  where E= 0.75 then the unknown ob.ject will be classified. 
otherwise the unknown object will be rejected. The threshold (t') value of 0.75. is 
empirical1 y achieved. 
DATA 
A sample o f  8 4  fruits images that correspond to 12 categories have been used to form the 
reference value5 for each category. 'l'he data were divided into training set (43%) and testing 
set (57%),  with one to three training sarnplcs were used. A11 images were of 640  x 480 pixels 
with 24-bit true colour, 256 levels of gray and KGB colour   nod el. 'The types of fruits that 
were used are limited to variants of apples, mangoes, oranges, pears and dul-ian. Obtained 
feature values are shown in 'Table I 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
Table 1. Reference feature values 
In evaluating thc performance of the proposed technique, forty eight (48) new fruits 
images were used as the testing images. Each class has 4 new fruit images. Small number of 
iniage were used in the training process. 'l'hree categories of training images were employed. 
F .  I he sizes of the three categories were 12, 24 and 36 respectively. 'l'he results arc shown in 
'l'ablc 2. 
Table 2. Fruit image test result 
Type o f  h-LII~ 
-~~ - 
Fuji Apple 
Manalagi Apple 
W a s h i n g ~ n  Apple 
~ 
A!"I~I Manis A MLI~II~ 
AI-urn Manis ~ B Mangoc . . 
(iolek Mangoc 
. ..~ -~ - ~- -~ ~ 
Huncy ~~~ Man~g,c ~- 
Podunp Maligoc 
Sunk~sr 01-anpc 
Slam Oraiige 
Peer 
DUI-ILI~ 
Number or 
Coloul. ~ncan Colour \tanda~-d deviation 
Onc i magc 
From the results, it can be seen that the proposed technique is able to recognize and 
classifying new fruit im;~ges with small training sample size. The success rate when I or 2 
samples are used in each class is 95.83% and for the case of 3 samples, the rate reaches 100%. 
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Identification and classification of fruils using the proposed tnultiple nearest mean 
classifier technique has shown that the technique is capable in producing high accuracy with 
small sample size. Small sample size posed a problem to most classification technique as big 
samplc size is required to produce results with acceptable accuracy. Future. research could 
include more than two features and tested with small and big samples. 
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